THROUGH all ages men have found in architecture the permanent expression of the beauty of their character and of their spirit. The architect of today, so far as in his power lies, is expressing the beauty of his age. This beauty is the first measure of all architecture. It shall make our cities beloved; our colleges and schools inspiring; our homes charming and precious. Neither the complexity of modern demands nor the confusion of modern avenues of artistic expression should lead the architect away from the ceaseless search for the beauty that is possible of attainment in each of his buildings.
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Many architects, we believe, repose a special degree of confidence in Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware. Their satisfaction with its quality and distinction of design is registered in the specifications which they write—not as a neutral acceptance, but as a definite preference. Nowhere is this confidence in the ware with “the name in the enamel” more generously expressed than in the hotels of America. Among them are many notable Kohler installations—of which a few typical instances are illustrated here.
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Comfort and charm in a bathroom depend less on size and outlay than on arrangement, color and choice of fixtures. Beauty and convenience can be economically united in small space. In this blue and white scheme, the walls are of painted plaster or cement. The wainscots are scored to suggest tiling and carries the darker shade. The low radiator supports a window seat. The floor is in two-toned cement, with an Indian munnah rug.

In pleasant contrast are the gleaming white surfaces of the Revere lavatory and the quiet Sanitec closet, both of twice-fired vitreous china. Matching their clear color, the Corwall bath of enamel iron is modeled in four planes. It has a shower curtain of mazzie Aqua-silk.

With the illustration in color, this is the story Crane is telling to millions in the national magazines. Architects advise us they appreciate our campaign of education. Write us, if you do.
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